
The resulting shortage of staff has put the
hospitals under considerable strain.
As the scabies mite is so easily introduced

when patients who are infested are trans-
ferred between institutions it may prove
necessary to use scabicides on all elderly
people with pruritus and a papular rash
before they are admitted to hospital. Isola-
tion of patients and the use of protective
clothing and gloves by staff serve no useful
purpose, and it may be better to treat all
contacts at home and in hospital with
a scabicide.-SHERNAZ WALTON and KALMAN
KECZKES, department of dermatology, Hull
Royal Infirmary, HullHU3 27Z

Reading the
Treasury mind
The political repercussions of the summer
storm over nurses' pay and regrading will
extend far beyond a public relations coup at
the expense of the Department of Health.
The talks are back on the rails-just-but

with the staff side in the driving seat. The
management feels itself to be a victim of
gamesmanship, with the nurses' unions
attacking on the blind side while ministers
were on holiday. Mr Kenneth Clarke, the
new Secretary of State for Health, is now
about to resume command having fired off a
holiday broadside dismissing the unions' mili-
tancy as "a stunt." Meanwhile a few nurses
have again taken limited industrial action.
Monday 5 September is the deadline for

the regrading returns to be submitted by the
health authorities for subsequent scrutiny by
the department. Further talks will then be
held to smooth out anomalies in time for the
whole exercise to be completed by the target
date of 31 October, clearing the way for the
nurses to receive their pay rises-backdated
to April-well before Christmas.
The coming weeks are likely to be critical

in two respects. They will test Mr Clarke's
ministerial skills in both the short term and
the longer perspective. Somehow he has to
regain the political initiative. The govern-
ment has reached the point when it should be
able to come clean about funding the nurses'
pay award beyond the review body's estimate
of £803m without fear of handing the health
authorities a blank cheque.

Unfortunately, from the department's
point of view any generosity will now tend to
look like a concession to union militancy. But
if Mr Clarke cannot pacify the nurses-and
swing public opinion his way-at a cost to
the Treasury of £803m plus he will confront
problems of a different order.
Those who profess to read the "Treasury

mind" foresee difficulties ahead unless Mr
Clarke can rescue the government. As a
former Treasury minister put it, he will be
told, "We gave you £803m wholeheartedly.
It was everything you asked for, but the
government is still in trouble. Why should
we listen again?"

In short, Mr Clarke has to win the good
will of the nurses to retain the good will of the
Treasury. Otherwise, according to informed

opinion, he will have problems in ensuring
that next year's pay awards by the review
bodies are adequately funded.
Meanwhile the opposition is snapping at

his heels, with Mr Kinnock engaging the
Prime Minister on the question of nurses'
pay and Mr Robin Cook conducting a pre-
liminary audit of health authorities' budget
deficits based on expenditure in the first four
months of the financial year.-JOHN WARDEN

Who pays in
Cincinnati?

--

Before rationalisation ("The Medical Student," Punch
1842)

A delegation of medical educators and in-
dustrialists from Cincinnati, Ohio, recently
spent a week at the King's Fund College in
London seeing what lessons the National
Health Service held for the delivery of health
care in the United States. Viewed from
the United States the most impressive
achievement of the NHS seems to be its
ability to control costs: as a proportion of the
gross domestic product the United States
spends almost twice as much as Britain.
The visit was organised by the University

of Cincinnati, which has been suffering from

the response of local companies to their ever
increasing medical bills. Cincinnati is a
company town whose biggest companies-
Proctor and Gamble, General Electric, and
Kroger-have chosen cheaper health care for
their employees than that provided by the
university's medical centre. (The university's
costs are higher because they take medical
education and research into account.)
The companies' decision means that

the university is being starved of funds
and also of "clinical material" for teaching.
As the university educates about 70% of
Cincinnati's doctors any reduction in the
standard of teaching will ultimately affect the
standard of health care provided by all of
Cincinnati's hospitals, university and non-
university alike.
The university has other arguments why

cheaper is not necessarily better: the cheaper
providers of health care spend less than the
university on primary health care and this
"saving," the university maintains, will cost
the companies more in the long term.
Two features of Britain's health care

system were therefore singled out for closer
scrutiny by the delegates. The first was
the organisation and funding of medical
education and how teaching hospitals com-
bine their responsibilities to their patients
and students. The second was the part
primary health care plays in keeping down
the total costs of health care.

Using British examples (Guy's Hospital
and Oxford), the university hopes to con-
vince the big companies of the virtues of
strengthening rather than weakening uni-
versity medicine, particularly when its
training programmes give such prominence
to cost effective primary health care-as the
University of Cincinnati's now do.

If the big Cincinnati companies can be
persuaded to buy their health care from the
university then there are likely to be strings
attached. Some companies are now spending
as much on their employees' health care as
they make in profit, and they would like some
control over how this money is spent. They
consider their best chance for controlling
total costs to be in rationing the use of health
care facilities.
Noting a linear relation between the use of

such facilities and the number of doctors,
the companies will want to limit the number
of doctors trained and possibly the number
of medical schools (hence the session en-
titled "Rationalising medical education: the
Bloomsbury experience").

Cincinnati's problems are not unique,
and the King's Fund College expects this
delegation to be the first of several from
American universities that are having dif-
ficulties competing in the health care market-
place.-TONY DELAMOTHE

We were wrong

In a histogram labelled "New reports for
patients positive for HIV in the United
Kingdom by quarter (1987-8)" (23 July,
p 244) an assistant editor labelled the
dark shading "Heterosexuals," instead of
"Acquired by heterosexual contact."
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